
2016-17 AP III Language and Composition Summer Reading Assignments 
One Nonfiction Text and One Accompanying Reflective Dialectical Journal 

 
Dear 2016-17 AP III Scholars, 
 

 Welcome to AP III! I am looking forward to our upcoming year together as we study composition strategies, fiction and 

nonfiction texts, international issues, rhetorical devices, and so much more. Find below your summer reading assignment, an 

explanation of the Reflective Dialectical Journal (RDJ) guidelines, and requests for two of your best typed assignments from   

ELA II or Pre-AP II. Please purchase and read ONE of the following summer reading texts in a hardback or paperback version: 

 

 Choice #1 ~ Tony Horwitz  Confederates in the Attic     Confederates 
  OR 
 Choice #2 ~ Beryl Markham West with the Night      West 
  OR 
 Choice #3 ~ Gary Wills  Lincoln at Gettysburg: The Words that Remade America Lincoln 

 

We will begin the fall semester by studying these three texts and discussing your Reflective Dialectical Journals. 

 

Reflective Dialectical Journal Guidelines ~ Confederates   OR   Lincoln   OR  West 

Dialectic means “the art or practice of arriving at the truth by using conversation involving questions and answers.”      

The “dialectic” was Socrates’ method to teach his students how to be actively engaged in the struggle to obtain meanings from 

challenging, unfamiliar works.  A reflective dialectical journal is a written conversation with yourself about a piece of literature that 

encourages the habit of reflective questioning. Plan to write in double-entry form to better examine details of passages from 

Confederates OR Lincoln OR West and synthesize your understandings of the text.    

 

Instructions 
 

 Purchase a bound composition book and a quality blue or black ink pen. AVOID WRITING IN PENCIL! 

 Neatness counts. Fold pages in half vertically or draw a vertical line down the middle of the page.  

 Label the top of each column:  left TEXT and right RESPONSE. Number pages consecutively (upper right corner). 

 Keep yourself organized. ** If you would rather type your Reflective Dialectical Journal, you may. 

 AVOID SUMMARIZING THE TEXT…Devote your responses to interpretations and deeper meanings.  

 In the TEXT column, cite passages verbatim from Confederates  OR Lincoln  OR West. Tell who is speaking the 
quotation and to whom s/he is speaking. For instance,         
   
 Harrison is speaking to Lincoln: “…quote…” (Wills 14)

 

 Remember that quotations do not have to be dialogue, but they might be. 

 Carefully choose TWO interesting passages from each chapter. Choose possibly from these options: 

     Details which seem important to you 

     As a reader, you have an “epiphany” and learn a significant lesson about a character

As a reader, you recognize a pattern (details, overlapping images, repetitions of idea, etc.)  

As a reader, you agree or disagree with what the author or a character says or does      

As a reader, you notice important or relevant information about the writer’s style    

 As a reader, you notice the writer’s effective literary devices  

 

 In the RESPONSE column, reflect upon the TWO interesting passages you selected in the TEXT column:  

Raise questions about the beliefs and values implied in the text  

Give your personal reactions to the passage, the characters, the situation, etc.      

 Discuss the words, ideas, or actions of the author or character  

Tell what the text’s scene reminds you about from your own experiences    

 Compare the text to other characters, magazines, nonfiction, novels, etc.  



Write about how the text makes you feel or think     

 Argue with, question, or speak to the author and his/her characters  

Make clear connections to any significant themes which are revealed to you    

 Make clear connections among different passages or sections of the text 

Make predictions about any or all of the characters’ futures 

 

 Write down your ideas, insights, questions, and thoughts while reading or immediately after reading a chapter so 

your new-found information is fresh. 

 While taking notes, regularly reread your previous pages of commentaries and notes. 

 First person “I” is an acceptable format in the RESPONSE column.



SCORING RUBRIC ~ AP III REFLECTIVE DIALECTICAL JOURNALS 

 

A = Passages and selected quotation selections are high-level and meaningful; Thoughtful text commentaries and quality 

interpretations appear; RDJ includes comments about literary devices such as conflict, imagery, narrative voice (POV), 

themes, etc. and how each element contributes to the overall meaning of the text; RDJ provides insightful personal 

connections with the text; RDJ reveals thought-provoking questions and responses; Coverage of the full text is clear, 

complete and thorough; RDJ appears neat, organized and professional-looking; Overall, the AP III scholar has 

consistently and convincingly followed the directions in the creation of his/her Reflective Dialectical Journal   

 

 

B = Passages and selected quotation selections are less detailed, but selections are strong; Some intelligent commentary 

appears; RDJ addresses some thematic connections; RDJ includes some literary devices, but is less descriptive about how 

they contribute to the text’s meanings; Some personal connections appear; RDJ discusses pertinent questions and 

adequately addresses all parts of the reading assignment; RDJ appears neat and readable; Overall, the AP III scholar 

has followed most of the directions in the creation of his/her Reflective Dialectical Journal 

 

 

C = Passages and selected quotation selections are few; Most commentary is vague, unsupported, or plot summary; 

Paraphrasing lacks substance; Some listings of literary elements appear; Discussions of meanings are limited; Personal 

connections to the text are limited; RDJ reveals few, obvious, or shallow questions; RDJ addresses most of the reading 

assignment, but is neither long nor thorough; RDJ looks relatively neat, but may be difficult to read; Overall, the AP III 

scholar has not followed all the directions for organization, but displays a valiant effort to do so 

 

 

F = RDJ is not complete and/or is plagiarized; Hardly any quality textual details appear; Notes are plot summary or poorly 

paraphrased; Few literary devices are presented; RDJ reveals few or no discussions on the text’s significant meanings; 

RDJ offers limited personal connections and asks few questions; RDJ reveals an unacceptably short coverage of the 

text; RDJ is too difficult to read; Overall, the AP III scholar has not followed the directions for organization 

 

*** 2-5 points will be deducted on the TEXT side for failure to document accurately/completely according the model. 

 

*** 2-5 points will be deducted on the RESPONSE side for incomplete and/or superficial responses. 

 

Your RDJ and paper copies or uploaded files of your two best typed assignments from ELA II/Pre-AP II are due          

THE FIRST DAY OF CLASSES.  

 

Please contact me via e-mail (mrsbarrbhsenglish@gmail.com or michele.barr@burkburnettisd.org) if you have any questions.  

  

Join Showbie in our AP III 2016-17 Summer Reading File = 8 Y 5 B 6      

   

Join my AP III 2016-17 Google Classroom = k a x g 9 c 

 

Thank You! ~ M Barr 
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